
Create the Perfect 
Storm: Adobe
Marketing Cloud 
+ Demandbase



Today’s digital marketer is pushing the edge 
of innovation, looking for more and better ways 
to reach business goals. They’re building data-
driven, multi-channel experiences to increase 
engagement and drive business growth. And, 
they’re focused on getting a measurable return 

on investment while reducing costs.

Adobe has understood these needs very well, 
and offers a full array of tools for building and 
managing effective marketing programs, all united 
in the Marketing Cloud. From Web Analytics to 
Web Experience Management and Email and 
Lead Management to Media, marketers have the 
complete toolkit for success.

The 
Marketing 
Cloud is 
billowing



Demandbase also understands the needs of 
today’s B2B marketer, with many similar challenges 
as their B2C contemporaries. But B2B requires 
a unique focus altogether: a focus on companies.

Demandbase helps B2B Marketing Cloud users 
better measure, attract, engage and convert 
target accounts. We connect all your digital 
programs with a focus on the accounts and 
company segments that you care about most, 
and that your Sales team can close. 

Explore how Demandbase works in each of 
the Adobe Marketing Cloud tools…

Demandbase 
Makes the 
Marketing Cloud 
Rain for B2B

$
$

$



Demandbase + Adobe Analytics 

Demandbase integrates seamlessly into Adobe 
Analytics (Omniture/SiteCatalyst) to give you 
detailed company attributes on your website 
visitors. You’re able to analyze traffic by industry, 
size/revenue, named accounts/companies, 
customer status, and more.  
 
You can get deep insights on how well you’re 
attracting, engaging and converting your specific 
B2B audiences, and see what might not be 
working. You can take a more efficient and data-
informed approach to your marketing efforts, and 
show other company stakeholders exactly how 
you’re driving business with specific accounts. 



Demandbase + 
Adobe Experience Manager 

Demandbase plugs right into Adobe Experience 
Manager (CQ) to fuel intelligent B2B website 
personalization. With company identity on all 
your visitors you can personalize the website 
experience for the large portion who were 
previously anonymous, and make sure they’re 
engaging with the content that will move them 
along the buyer’s journey.



Demandbase + Adobe Target
Demandbase works in Adobe Target (Test & 
Target) to power B2B content targeting and 
focused testing for company visitors and B2B 
audiences. You can A/B test offers and promotions 
to different industries, business sizes, customer 
accounts, and more, to determine the messages 
that work best. Demandbase helps you make 
sure you’re testing and targeting content to the 
website visitors that matter most and will drive 
actual business.



CO M I NG  SOO N 

Demandbase + 
Adobe Campaign
With Demandbase integrated in Adobe Campaign 
you can focus on converting and nurturing leads 
from the companies you care about. Shorten 
forms and increase conversion rates without 
having to sacrifice important company fields. Add 
detailed company attributes to your marketing 
database and score, route and nurture leads 
based on reliable account-level data.



Watch 
the Creek 
Rise all 
the Way!

With the perfect storm of Adobe Marketing 
Cloud and Demandbase, you’ll be in a powerful 
position to bring innovation and growth to your 
business. You’ll have the tools to efficiently 
and effectively deliver world-class marketing 
programs, and the connected account lens 
to drive a tailor-made B2B strategy. From first- 
touch advertising to website engagement to 
sales pipeline, your marketing programs 
will bring the rain! 

Get started today! www.demandbase.com
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